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Effective Field Theory  
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Effective field theory (EFT) has wide application in physics          

High energy physics  Lower energy QCD

Condense matter

Null signals of new physics in experiments indicate that new 
physics scale may be very high              

Gravity

Effective field theory is especially useful in new physics search          

Electroweak precision 
measurement 

Dark matter 
search 

Lower energy EFT in 
flavor physics 

EFTs become important to 
probe new physics!!! 



Challenge in EFT Basis Construction  
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Difficulties in constructing a complete set of operator bases  

Effective field theory  

ℒEFT = ℒrenormalizable + ∑
ci

Λd−4
𝒪d

i

Wilson coefficients

Scale

A  complete set of 
EFT bases  

All lower energy effects 
of any UV theory 

∪

Equation of motion (EOM) Integration by part (IBP)Eliminate redundancy 
from the constraints: 
Unsolved problem in 

traditional field theory!!!

 Only count the number of bases!!!

Recent progress: Hilbert series technique 

How to solve it?



On-shell scattering amplitude
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Efficient in massless EFT calculations  

RG-running

γij = 0
Selection rules

Construct scalar EFT through soft  limit



Introduction of on-shell amplitude
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For massless spinor, its little group is    U(1)j

| j] → e−iθj | j] | j⟩ → eiθj | j⟩

Minimal Lorentz scalar: spinor product  

Massive spinor and its little group (LG)   SU(2)i

Quantum number  SU(2)l ⊗ SU(2)r ⊗ SU(2)i

= (1, 2, 2) = (2, 1, 2)

SO(3,1) Lorentz

Massive 
momentum

On-shell scattering amplitudes are the functions of spinor products    

ℳn = ℳn([ij], ⟨ij⟩)

p |pI] = m |pI⟩Notrivial EOM 



On-shell amplitude basis
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Efficient in constructing EFT operator bases of massless fields 

𝒪d≥4

Operator base Unfactorizable 
amplitude base 

Massless amplitude base is free of EOMs automatically 

p |p] = 0, p |p⟩ = 0Null EOM 

IBP redundancy can be systematically removed by 

It be constructed by the computer programs
(Field theory can not do it!!!)

Momentum conservation

Polynomial of  
spinor products

The amplitude bases are the basis of 
some special  representations U(N)



Massless amplitude basis
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Basic structure of massless amplitudes  

An amplitude basis just corresponds to the leading interaction of an 
operator     

The complete amplitude bases of a scattering process can be 
obtained by finding all its independent unfactorizable amplitudes 
allowed by LG, gauge symmetry, and spin statistic      

Three gluons

Massless LG 
charged 

Massless LG 
neutral 

Gauge 
structure ℳ({pi, hi}) = f( | i], | i⟩)g(sij)T{α}
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What is more on > dim 6
Recent progress: Hilbert series technique.

How to systematic generate 
the independent basis?

The number 
IS HUGE 
with big 

mass dim!



Massless amplitude basis
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Systematically construct the complete amplitude bases of N external 
massless particles without IBP via  symmetry U(N)

Quantum number under   
SU(2)l ⊗ SU(2)r ⊗ U(N )

A Semi-standard YoungTableau (SSYT) of a U(N) representation is a 
polynomial of spinors  

= (1, 2, N)

= (2, 1 , N̄)

Blue column for 
left-handed 

spinor product 

Two white boxes in a column correspond to a square spinor product 

 blue boxes in a column correspond to a angle spinor product (N − 2)



N-point amplitude bases of massless fields correspond to the bases of 
the following types of  representations, i.e. SSYTs U(N)
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Holomorphic bases with 
 right-handed spinors n Holomorphic bases with 

 left-handed spinorsñ Non-holomorphic bases 
with  right-handed spinor 
and  left-handed spinors  

n
ñ

Massless amplitude basis



Massless amplitude basis
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 case:  N = 4Examples: 
ψ1Rψ2Rψ3Rψ4R : (n, ñ) = (4,0) White column number is:    n/2 = 2

The amplitude bases contain  right-handed spinors and  left-handed 
spinors  

n ñ

The white and blue box column number is  and   n/2 ñ/2

 Blue and white column:    n/2 = 1; ñ/2 = 1

= [13][24] + [14][23]

ψ1Lψ2Lψ3Lψ4L : (n, ñ) = (0,4)

= ⟨13⟩⟨24⟩ + ⟨14⟩⟨23⟩

ψ1Rψ2Rψ3Lψ4L : (ñ, n) = (2,2)

= ⟨34⟩[12]

Blue column 
length: N − 2 = 2

1
3

2
4

Blue column number is:    ñ/2 = 2

1
2

3
4
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Massive Amplitude Basis           
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Massless EFT is not concise in describing physics at EWSB

Three massive 
gauge bosons Infinite massless operator bases

Seven massive amplitudes bases

Massive Effective Field Operator  
EFT of massive fields has wide application in particle physics        

Higgs EFT  SMEFT  SM  ⊃ ⊃ Lower energy QCD

Dark matter EFT Lower energy EFT

Massive fields amplitude base construction 
is very challenge           

Equation of motion Integration by partRedundancy:

Notrivial EOM p |pI] = m |pI⟩ How to solve it?



Massive amplitude basis
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The scattering amplitude can be factorized in two parts: 

Linear in massive 
polarization tensor

∈ (2si + 1,2si + 1) = SU(2)i ⊗ SU(2)r

m massive 
n massless
m
n

Massive LG tensor structure (MLGTS)  is required to be the 
holomorphic function of s

𝒜I({ϵsi
})

| iI]
(EOM  )| iI⟩ = pi | iI]/mi

Massive LG neutral structure (MLGNS)   is the 
function of massless spinors  and massive momentum   

G( | j], | j⟩, pi)
| j], | j⟩ pi

Massive LG 
charged 

Massless LG 
charged 

ℳI
m,n = ∑

{ ·α}

𝒜I
{ ·α} ({ϵsi

}) G{ ·α} ( | j], | j⟩, pi)

  can not be EOM and IBP redundant!𝒜I({ϵsi
})

   can be both EOM and IBP redundant!G( | j], | j⟩, pi)



Massive amplitude basis
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The general framework to construct a complete set of massive 
amplitude bases 

A complete set of  
 bases  𝒜I({ϵsi

})

m  massive 
n massless
m
n ℳI

m,n = ∑
{ ·α}

𝒜I
{ ·α} ({ϵsi

}) G{ ·α} ( | j], | j⟩, pi)

A complete set of  
 bases  G( | j], | j⟩, pi)

 Young tabularSU(2)r  Young tabularU(N)

A complete set of  
 bases  ℳI

m,n

Contraction



Massive amplitude basis
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⊂ ⊗m
i=1 =

  
Rep of    

(2si + 1) SU(2)r
ϵsi

A complete set of  bases can be constructed by finding all the 
 irreducible representations from the out product of all ’s 
 Reps

{𝒜I·α}
SU(2)r ϵsi

SU(2)r

Any MLGTS basis belongs to the out product of all ’s  Reps ϵsi
SU(2)r

MLGTS basis  is the linear function of polarization tensor   𝒜I({ϵsi
}) ϵsi

∼

 Rep of    SU(2)r ϵsi

𝒜I({ϵsi
})



Massive amplitude basis
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⊂

The MLGTS can be read from above SSYTs. For the first one 
SSYT

For example: ψ ψ′ Zh

  Reps of polarization 
tensors for external legs

SU(2)r



Massive amplitude basis
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Construct 
massless limits 

Special

representation

IBP massless limits  EOM Original 
massive  

one to one

MLGNS   is the function of massless spinors  
and massive momentum   

G( | j], | j⟩, pi) | j], | j⟩
pi

MLGNS  bases suffer from EOM and IBP redundancy G( | j], | j⟩, pi)

EOM redundancy can be removed by first constructing  
massless limit bases  

G( | j], | j⟩, pi)

IBP redundancy can be removed by  symmetryU(N)



Massive amplitude basis
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 The amplitude bases constructed by this procedure are 
independent without any redundancy !!

The general framework to construct a complete set of massive 
amplitude bases 

A complete set of  
 bases  𝒜I({ϵsi

}) A complete set of   
bases  

G( | j], | j⟩, pi)

 Young tabularSU(2)r

 Young tabularU(N)

A complete set of  
 bases  ℳI

m,n

Contraction

A complete set of  massless 
 bases  g( | j], | j⟩, pi)



Massive amplitude basis
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Example  amplitude basesW+ − W− − Z

MLGTS ⊂

Not valid

Blue column length: 
N − 2 = 1

Trivial kinetic

Reason:
Total seven  amplitude bases   W+ − W− − Z



Computer Programs
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Massive EFT operators construction can be automatically done by 
computer programs: https://github.com/hamiguazzz/Massive 

https://github.com/hamiguazzz/Massive


Massless EFT  VS  Massive EFT
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Map SMEFT bases to HEFT bases 

Just bold the spinors

SMEFT bases

HEFT bases



Using on-shell method, SMEFT can be easily mapped into HEFT

Summary
A complete set of amplitude bases can be efficiently constructed by 

 representationsSU(2)l × SU(2)r × U(N )
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The operators beyond dim=6 can be easily formulated by using the on-
shell amplitude methods + the SU(N) Young Tablet. 

Based on our theory,  EFT operators of any massless & massive fields 
can be automatically constructed by computer programs 
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Thanks !!
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Back up



 bases can be constructed by Lorentz subgroup   
representations

𝒜I SU(2)r

Summary
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The -point amplitude bases involving massive fields can be 
obtained by contracting  and  bases

N
𝒜I G

Massive LG 
charged 

Massless LG 
charged 

ℳI
m,n = ∑

{ ·α}

𝒜I
{ ·α} ({ϵsi

}) G{ ·α} ( | j], | j⟩, pi)

The -point scattering amplitude involving massive fields can be 
factorized in two parts

N

 bases can be constructed by global   representationsG U(N)



Computer Programs
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Massive EFT operators construction can be automatically done by 
computer programs 

4-  operator bases at dim-4 and 6Z 4-  operator bases at dim-4W



Dimension Reduction of Massive Amplitude Basis 
The  bases can not be directly mapped into operator bases 
due to their dimension mismatch           

{𝒜 . G}

For example: 4-pt  has two dim-5 operator basesψ1ψ2ϕ1ϕ2

dim-5 = {[1I2J] , ⟨1I2J⟩}
Since the polarization tensors of   bases are holomorphic functions of , 

 can not contain the bases with s in polarization tensors    
{𝒜 . G} | iI]

{𝒜 . G} | iI⟩

⟨1I2J⟩ =
m2[1I2J]

m1
+

[1I322J]
m1m2

+
[1I422J]

m1m2

Combination 
of  {𝒜 . G}

  can not directly contain two polarization tensors of massive gauge boson    {𝒜 . G}

F+
·α ·β

= | iI1] | iI2]

30

F0·αβ = mAμ = | iI1⟩ | iI2] F−
αβ = | iI1⟩ | iI2⟩

The key problem: spinor  in polarization tensor is expressed by 
 in   that makes their dimension higher             

| iI⟩
pi | iI] {𝒜 . G}



Dimension Reduction of Massive Amplitude Basis 
We should find a complete set of lowest dimensional amplitude 
bases that can directly map into physical operators          
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How ?

Lowest dimensional amplitude bases means that their dimension 
can not be reduced further by EOM     pi | iI]/mi = | iI⟩

Step one: construct a redundant and complete set of amplitude 
bases  that can always contain a complete set of lowest 
dimensional amplitude bases            

{𝒞 . F}

Step two: decompose this redundant  bases into  
bases from low to high dimension and remove the linear correlation 
bases               

{𝒞 . F} {𝒜 . G}

{𝒞 . F} {𝒜 . G}
Decompose Linear correlation

{𝒪physical}



Dimension Reduction of Massive Amplitude Basis 
 bases are complicated and long polynomials of spinor 

products due to horizontal permutations in their SSYTs          
{𝒜 . G}

32

For decomposition convenience, monomial bases  can be 
constructed from  SSYTs without horizontal permutations 

{ℬ . H}
{𝒜 . G}

The simplified bases  are just monomials of spinor products {ℬ . H}
{𝒜 . G} {ℬ . H}

Equivalent

For example:  dim-7 ψ1ψ2ϕ1ϕ2 {ℬ . H}

One to one
{𝒜}{G}, {ℬ}{H},

1
4

2 3 1 2
{H} {ℬ}⋅

= ⟨2L3K⟩[2L | ·α [3K | ·β ⋅ [1 |I
·γ [2 |J·δ⋅

Without horizontal 
permutations

Define Lorentz indices 
contraction convention 1

4
2 3
2′ 1′ 

{H}

{ℬ}

= ⟨2L3K⟩[2L2J][3K1I]

Rotate   
SSYT by  

{ℬ}
1800

 represent    1′ ,2′ {ℬ}



Dimension Reduction of Massive Amplitude Basis 
Any polynomials of spinor product can be decomposed into  
basis space systematically 

{ℬ . H}
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 Their coordinates in  space 
can be obtained and independence 
can be determined  

{ℬ . H}

 bases do not contain momentum 
 factors and Mandelstam 

{ℬ . H}
p1 s23

Consistent with 
SSYT



Dimension Reduction of Massive Amplitude Basis 

All the possible amplitude bases can be classified by a set of 
massive polarization tensor configurations { . . . , ϵ li

si
, ϵ li+1

sli+1
, . . . }
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How to systematically construct redundant  bases that contain  
a complete set of lowest dimensional amplitude bases???    

{𝒞 . F}

A complete set of bases  with one kind of 
polarization tensor configuration  can be 
constructed  by  SSYTs

{𝒞 . F}{... , li , li+1 , ...}

{ . . . , ϵ li
si

, ϵ li+1
si+1

, . . . }
SU(2)r × U(N)

𝒞 . F =
... , 0≤li≤2si ,...

∑
{... , li , lj , ...}

{{𝒞 . F}{... , li , lj , ...}}

 bases consist of all sets with different polarization 
configurations  ,  
{𝒞 . F}

{𝒞 . F}{... , li , li+1 , ...} . . , 0 ≤ li ≤ 2si , . . .

ϵ li
si

≡ |(iI⟩)li ( | iI])2si−li , 0 ≤ li ≤ 2si

Polarization tensor  
of massive particle-i 

with spin-si

Different value of  
represent different 
polarization tensor 

configuration 

li



Dimension Reduction of Massive Amplitude Basis 

Decompose the over redundant  
bases into  from low to high 

dimension 

{𝒞 . F}
{ℬ . H}
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Remove all the linear correlation 
bases    

The complete set of lowest 
dimensional bases can be 

obtained     



Example
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 For example:  bases at dim-5, 6, 7ψ1ψ2ϕ1ϕ2

Construct  bases at dim-5, 7{ℬ . H}

Construct  bases at dim-5, 6, 7 {𝒞 . F}

Remove all the linear 
correlation bases    

Lowest dimension 
bases at dim-5, 6, 7 



Based on this method, different types of EFT involving massive fields 
can be constructed by computer programs, like DM EFT, HEFT

Summary

A set of  bases that can always contain a complete set of 
lowest dimensional amplitude bases can be constructed by 

 representations

{𝒞 . F}

SU(2)r × U(N)
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The lowest dimensional amplitude bases can be obtained by 
decomposing  into the independent  bases   {𝒞 . F} {ℬ . H}

The lowest dimensional amplitude bases can be directly mapped 
into EFT operators 



Identical Particles
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For n identical bosons (fermions), the amplitude bases should be 
totally (ant-) symmetric under these bosons permutation  

For three identical bosons, the amplitude bases should be in   
representation of permutation symmetry  S3

First, find  representation matrix in the space of amplitude 
bases  {𝒪}

Young operator Representation

Find  eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues and these 
eigenvectors are the amplitude bases in  representation

For example
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Lowest dimensional 
massive amplitude basis          



On-shell amplitude basis
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IBP redundancy can be removed by                            symmetry 

IBP redundant

The amplitude basis is the basis of the first U(N) representation 

The computer programs can construct massless basis based on it

Same as YD



Dark matter detections  

Null new physics signals at the detections on ground   

41

EFT

Higher spin particles 

Λ ≫ 𝒪(1)TeV

precision 
measurement 

δg = gexp − gSM ⇔ 𝒪d≥4

𝒪DM ∼ eeϕDMϕDM

𝒪 ∼ (Dμ1
e)γμ2

γμ3
eρμ1μ2μ3

{𝒞 . F}{li , lj , ...} ≡ 𝒞( | i{I1]⋯| iI2si−li]) ⋅ F( | iI2si−li+1⟩⋯| iI2si}⟩, pi, | j], | j⟩)



Massless amplitude basis
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Basic structure of massless amplitudes  

An amplitude basis just corresponds to 
the leading interaction of a operator     

Quantum number under   SU(2)r ⊗ U(N )

Quantum number under   SU(2)l ⊗ U(N )

= (2, N)

= (2, N̄)

IBP redundancy can be systematically removed by 

ℳ({pi, hi}) = f( | i], | i⟩)g(sij)T{α}

Massless LG 
charged 

Massless LG 
neutral 

Gauge 
structure 



Problems in massless amplitude basis
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Massless EFT is not concise in describing physics at EWSB

Massless amplitude basis is fail at EWSB phase 

Troublesome in calculation at EWSB phase 

Massive EFT is more useful and convenient at EWSB phase, studying 
higher spin parties and DM 

Three massive gauge 
bosons

Infinite massless operator bases

Seven massive amplitudes

ℳ𝒪 → 𝒪ℳ
⟨H⟩ ≠ 0

𝒪ℳ



Dimension Reduction of Massive Amplitude Basis 

All the possible amplitude bases can be classified by polarization 
tensor configurations  of massive particle-i with 
spin-  ,   

{ |(iI⟩)li ( | iI])2si−li}
si 0 ≤ li ≤ 2si

44

How to systematically construct redundant  bases that contain  
a complete set of lowest dimensional amplitude bases???    

{𝒞 . F}

Construct a complete set of bases  with one kind of 
polarization tensor configuration  for massive 
particle-i with spin-   by  SSYTs

{𝒞 . F}{... , li , lj , ...}

( | iI⟩)li ( | iI])2si−li

si SU(2) × U(N)

𝒞 . F = ∑
{... , li , lj , ...}

{{𝒞 . F}{... , li , lj , ...}}
 bases consist of all  ,  {𝒞 . F} {𝒞 . F}{... , li , lj , ...} 0 ≤ li ≤ 2si , . . .



Massive amplitude basis
Independence proof: 

Case I: two bases with two different   bases  𝒜I({ϵsi
})

45

𝒜I
[λ] . G( | j], | j⟩, pi) ≠ 𝒜I

[λ′ ] . G′ ( | j], | j⟩, pi) , λ ≠ λ′ 

Case II: bases with the same   bases  𝒜I({ϵsi
})

Different 
massive LG 

tensor 

  bases 
are 

independent  

G

 The amplitude bases constructed by this procedure are 
independent without any redundancy !



Introduction of on-shell amplitude
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Massive particle-i with spin  , the amplitude should be in  indices 
symmetric representation of massive LG  , i.e.  
representation of   

si 2si
SU(2)i (2si + 1)

SU(2)i

ℳ([ij], ⟨ij⟩ , . . ) = ℳ(ϵhj
, pj , . . )

ϵhj
= | j]2hj ( | j⟩−2hj)

For external massless particle-j with helicity  , its amplitude should 
take  unit charge of massless LG 

hj
−2hj U(1)j

Amplitude structure is determined by little group (LG) and unitarity

ℳ{I}([ij]IJ, ⟨ij⟩IJ) = ℳ(ϵsi
, | iI]⟨iI | , . . )

ϵsi
= ( | i{I⟩)li ( | iI}])2si−li ∈ (2si + 1) , li ∈ [0, 2si]

Linear function of  
polarization tensor  ϵsi

  expression is not 
unique

ϵsi

Polarization tensor
  expression is 

unique
ϵhj

Linear function of  
polarization tensor  ϵhj

Takes all the LG  charge  U(1)j



Massless amplitude basis
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The amplitude bases without IBP are the bases of the first U(N) 
representation 

IBP redundant ∼ ∑ pi

IBP redundancy can be removed by    symmetry U(N)

Non-holomorphic bases 
with  right-handed spinor 
and  left-handed spinors  

n
ñ



Massive amplitude basis
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One massless  basis one-to-to corresponds to an independent  basisg G

′ ′ ′ ′ 

′ − = EOM redundant 

Two  bases with one massless  are EOM redundant G g



Massless amplitude basis

Holomorphic case 
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Same shape

Holomorphic polynomials are 
not IBP redundant

A column of blue boxes represents the 
angle spinor product ⟨ij⟩

A column of white boxes represents the 
square spinor product [ij]

IBP redundancy can be removed by    symmetry U(N)

Bases with only  
right-handed spinors 

n

Bases with only  
left-handed spinors 

ñ



Based on:

Collaborators: 
Ziyu Dong, Jing Shu  
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Teng Ma

Constructing On-shell Operator Basis 
for All Masses and Spins

(Technion)

Arxiv: 2103.15837,  2202.08350


